**Folklorico, Fabric and Fun Bibliography**

---Books---

**For Children**

(Pima County Public Library Call # 3968.2 B75b)

(Pima County Public Library Call # 398.2097202082 G324f)

(Pima County Public Library Call # Picture Book Gollub)


(Pima County Library Call # 398.2 H787)

(Pima County Library Call # 972 T843m)


**For Adults**


(Pima County Library Call # 391.00972 C837m)

(Pima County Public Library Call # 709.72 L5859m)

(Pima County Public Library Call # 746.0972 Sa993t)


(Pima County Public Library Call # 746. 0972075 T1393m)
--Websites--

Background on Mexican textiles. Frida Kahlo biography and interactive game.

**For Children**

Provides information about Mexican traditions and culture. Learn how to make a loom.

Make your own word search game about Mexican culture.

Learn about Mexican culture.

**For Adults**

Learn the traditions of Mexican dances.

See pictures of different types of clothing; learn the names and uses for each.

See close up patterns of textiles from different regions of Mexico and learn about the history of the patterns as well as the villages and people that they come from.

Find pictures of traditional clothing and dances from different regions in Mexico.

Learn about the textile designs of Mayans in Chiapas, Mexico, as well as how and why the history of Mexico is reflected in the clothing.
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